[Clinical evaluation of efficacy and adverse effects in the (European) registration of drugs: what does it mean for the doctor and patient?].
The clinical criteria for admission of new drugs to the European common market have become more stringent in recent years. Increasingly often, the manufacturer is required to demonstrate that the new drug offers a clinically visible and relevant benefit to the patient. Efficacy and adverse effects should not only be studied by comparative trials with placebo, the registration authorities also expect the drug to be compared with the standard treatment already available. Such trials should prove that the balance between efficacy and adverse effects of the drug is better than that of placebo and at least as good as the standard treatment, as regards not only statistical significance but also clinical relevance. Therefore, Dutch and European assessment reports and product information may be increasingly useful to prescribers, patients and insurers in determining the role and therapeutic value of new drugs within the existing therapeutic possibilities concerning certain diseases.